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Abstract: Over the past decade, urban housing typologies have evolved from being a feature of
modern life to an essential postmodern issue, questioning future housing identities. One of the
ways in which architecture can become engaged in this ever-changing process of urban regeneration
is to challenge the inherited traditional housing typologies with the newly recognized values of
contemporary lifestyle. This paper presents research and design aimed at exploring contemporary
sustainable urban lifestyles as a resource for positioning housing structures as cultural urban infrastructure. The main focus of this study is design principles and strategies for generating future
housing identities in accordance with sustainable urban development and sustainability of life in
urban areas. It is about finding housing conceptual models for an interaction between housing and
identity as a response to the impact of increased cities, changed lifestyles in contemporary cities and
the requirements for the preservation of the city image and the public space within the housing areas
in the city center. The main goal of this study is to understand whether and how an architectural
design can preserve a sustainability of life within the city center and become a valuable agent of place
identity in the process of urban regeneration. The paper indicates that the contemporary development
of society requires a new architectural paradigm, in which lifestyle and architecture create a unique
elastic open-ended system with the ability to adapt and change over time and throughout the place.
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1. Introduction
In the first decade of the 21st century, urbanization led to 50% of the world’s population living in cities with a trend of further growth. This makes the problems of urban
planning and organization an important topic of development agendas at the European
and global level. One of the leading goals and transformative steps within the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development, as a global action plan for people, planet and prosperity,
refers to “making cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable” [1].
The connection between architecture and sustainability is unequivocally important bearing
in mind that one of the basic tasks of an architectural discipline as an applied spatial
science is to think, design and manage the built environment in a way that will satisfy the
needs of future humanity. The emergence period of sustainable and environmental movements in architecture largely coincides with the emergence of environmental-behavioral
studies in response to the neglect of local context characteristics, cultural conditions and
user–environment relations in a specific context [2]. Accordingly, the concept of sustainability is recognized as an influential contemporary tool for the delivery of environmental
sensitivity which implies integration of social factors, culture and technology with architecture [3]. In that order, the continuous re-examination of current approaches to the research,
evaluation, planning and design of the sustainable built environment and land use has
become a necessary task for researchers, educators, policy makers and practitioners in the
field of architecture and urbanism.
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City centers are places with a significant cultural heritage and specific morphology,
ambience and urban identity [4]. Intensive urban development of these areas very often
leads to the loss of individuality and distinctiveness of the place. Protecting and improving
local identity and culture has numerous benefits, such as enhancing the social cohesion
and well-being of the city’s inhabitants, preserving the city’s image, creating peoplecentered, livable cities, providing good-quality public open spaces, etc. Bearing in mind
the complexity of activities and various relations within dwellings in the city center,
housing plays a very important role for the quality of the experience of these areas and
in achieving ecological and cultural sensitivity, as well as the sustainability of urban life.
Such perspective engages people and their intimate places in a new way, where privacy,
technology, mobility, working conditions and cultural diversity acquire new meanings
and positions.
Urban regeneration is a process that involves the spatial and cultural transformation
of inherited structures of the city in which all the vital functions of the city communities are
maintained without compromising the basis on which they are based, both in the domain
of community institutions, means of production, infrastructure, and natural and human
resources, as well as in the character and identity of the inherited urban fabric [5]. In this
complex urban process, housing has acquired completely new dimensions of perception
aimed at understanding the everyday life of users and their mapping onto lifestyles in
order to provide a modern, healthy and quality life while preserving the character and
identity of the inherited urban structure. Observed from the point of view of housing,
urban regeneration enables the revival of the inherited urban structure of the city center,
through attracting human resources interested in the urban way of life and through the
inclusion of the inherited community in modern life. In this sense, contemporary studies recognize the importance of the concept of inclusive cities and the issue of diversity
that characterizes urban spaces as planning strategies for achieving the right to a city [6].
Accordingly, the basic determinant and guiding principle of the regeneration of the city
center is the concept of sustainability in line with a competitive style of urban life. This approach is difficult because the way of life is not constant, but changes in accordance with
the dynamics of family structure, social organization, economic prosperity or decline,
technological changes, environmental problems, demographic trends, political conflicts,
etc. The goal of transforming the collective housing in the city center is to achieve competitive urban life through the successful integration of residential and public urban space,
the creation of new types of facilities, balance of technological and cultural values of the city.
Therefore, the future user should have a central role in the process of transformation of collective housing in the city center by engaging in a gendered perspective and understanding
the different cultural and geographical origins of users, as well as their particular capacities
and needs. The lifestyle of the inhabitants indirectly affects encouraging sensibility and
suitability of the urban structure for certain user profiles. Although the residents who
perceive the city center as a living space have diverse backgrounds, as well as cultural,
professional and social aspirations, all strive for inclusion in the inherited structure of the
modern way of life and the increase of urbanity.
One of the most significant challenges in sustainable urban regeneration and in comprehensive city development is how to incorporate place identity, urban sustainability
and globalization [7,8]. According to Sepe [8], a place’s sustainability depends on factors
that support its livability, quality and identity. In addition, cultural globalization in recent
years has raised a concern about the loss of individuality and distinctiveness from one
place to another. This is the reason why place identity has become an essential issue in city
planning and design, and an essential concept in the process of sustainable development [7].
Building in a sustainable way implies the preservation of the characteristics that make
every place and every city a unique, cultural environment [9].
During the process of city regeneration and redevelopment, considerations in a local
context are not only concerned with the city as a place, but also with the people that live in
and create the built environment. In line with this concern, a significant number of studies
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in recent years have paid attention to the man-made environment as well as people’s
reading of the city [10]. As stated by Cesare [11], over the last decade the emerging culture
of sustainability has encouraged planning procedures that are more and more sensitive to
the surroundings; such a principle is strongly supported by anthropology, according to
which the recognition of place identity is the prerequisite for every action.
It is not an easy task to look for a theory that advocates the influence housing has,
and could have, on identity. Recognizing the gap in previous research, which mostly relies
on environment and behavior transactional theories, primarily the social identity theory—
widely accepted, but very general—this research is directed towards the affirmation of
housing identity and improvement of everyday life by discovering new possibilities in
the relationship between lifestyle and people through architecture. Beyond the inherent
approaches of housing identities, research contends the question of how the contemporary
sustainable urban lifestyle could be examined with respect to design strategies essential to
reach a holistic view of a place. Accordingly, this paper starts from the premise that future
housing identities imply active involvement of people and their environment through
architecture, which is adaptive, mobile and transparent in its program, and ephemeral and
illusive in its form. Therefore, architecture affects the process of living, thus creating a new
culturally progressive urban landscape as part of a future identity.
Since this paper is about urban housing, the major points of departure look upon the
fluidity of urban everydayness [12], individuality of urban life [13] and domestication of
media technology [14] as lenses through which future urban housing identity is observed.
The main objective of this study is to understand whether and how an architectural
design can preserve sustainability of life within the city center and become a valuable
agent of place identity in the process of urban regeneration. When it comes to designing
housing facilities in tune with future urban identities, the main research question is how
changes in demographic structure (alteration of family structure) and working habits,
together with increasing mobility, global digitalization and the culture of post-Fordism,
could be transferred into design principles and used as a pertinent resource for future
architecture. In this way, influenced by contemporary behaviors and associations [15,16],
urban housing becomes an identity communicator [17] and an urban culture medium [18]
in reaching sustainable urban regeneration.
The contribution of this paper to architectural and urban design, as well as urban and
typo-morphological studies, can be described in three levels. The first level shows our
research on the theoretical background through a literature review, mainly on the meaning of housing, dwelling and place identity as seen from the perspective of sustainable
urban development and architectural design and explored through other bordering disciplines, such as environment and behavior transactional studies, and primarily the social
identity theory. On the second level, the described theoretical framework was developed
through a research design methodology employed within the design-based studio course
on multi-family housing at the University of Belgrade—Faculty of Architecture to define
principles and strategies in line with contemporary sustainable urban lifestyles. On the
third level, based on the design proposals, and through the analysis of the chosen role
models, three conceptual scenarios are defined: meta-housing, custom-made habitation
and maximal minimum.
Hence, the paper evolves through four sections:

•

•
•
•

Theoretical background: discussion on the meaning of housing, dwelling and place
identity as seen from the perspective of sustainable urban development and architectural design, but explored through other bordering disciplines;
Materials and methods: explanation of the research design and case study;
Findings and discussion: recognition of key values of future housing identities and
definition of conceptual models of future housing identities;
Concluding remarks.
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2. Theoretical Background: The Phenomenon of Housing Identity
To develop a theoretical framework that could define the influence of housing on
identity and their interrelation, three central research questions were developed to:

•
•
•

Define a meaningful and conceptual relationship between housing and dwelling in
order to explain the interaction between place and people through housing;
Re-examine place dependence and personal identity;
Cross the conceptual frameworks of urban housing, place identity and lifestyle to
explain the connection between behavior and architecture and recognize paradigmatic
frameworks.

In architecture, housing refers to physical structures and buildings intended for people
to live in collectively. It also includes any open space that is occupied by the structure.
These buildings or structures and open spaces have personal, social and cultural meanings
attached to them (different views of home, domestication, everyday routines, family rituals
and lifestyles). In this sense, if we want to talk about the interaction between place and
people provided by housing and the presented identity which is built from this relationship, we should use the word “dwelling.” A dwelling is housing where someone is living
and which helps to establish a meaningful relationship between people and the environment [19–22]. The concepts of “housing” or “dwelling,” as well as “house” or “home” as
complementary in the sphere of individual living, have different meanings attached to
them. A distinction between “house” or “housing” merely as a physical structure without
meanings ascribed to it, and “home” or “dwelling” as a set of meanings would be artificial.
According to Clapham [23], a “house” is not a neutral setting. A house carries meanings
that arise out of and in turn influence the use of the physical structure. Housing, as a house,
and in particular urban housing, is linked to many other areas of life, creating housing
patterns or systems of interaction between structure and program over time and space.
In addition, “housing” should not be understood as a static physical construction because
it always implies a social dimension, even when the occupiers have no intention of creating a home [23–25]. Meanings that could be associated with, created for, and projected
through such structures are of interest to this research. Therefore, housing experienced as
a dwelling is a physical manifestation of personality, taste, interests, status, relationship,
lifestyle, etc. It can be seen as an attitude toward self-presentation and could serve as
an identity communicator. Seen in this way, housing influences both personal and social
identity through the association established between the residents, location, and the built
environment that facilitates their behavior and social interaction. The described association
takes place at several spatial levels: from the wider spatial perspective of the city and city
streams, to the gravitational area inside which all morphological, ambient, and behavioral
aspects together create the identity of everyday life and the lifestyle of the population.
Personal identity is a human capacity, rooted in language, to know who we are among
other people. It is manifested mainly through embodiment, clothing and language [26].
Everyone has a multiple identity that shift between different contexts (work, family, friends,
etc.). Identities are shared across limits of privacy and, in this way, space itself becomes
a partner in this unique representation. Identification is a basic cognitive mechanism to
sort out oneself. It means assigning meanings and providing social interaction involving
argument, innovation, communication and negotiation.
Place is a geographical space that has acquired meaning as a result of a person’s interaction with space [27]. The meaning of place is constantly being evaluated and redefined
in light of social and physical relationships with the place and between people. Thus,
we could say that place identity is a manifestation of personal identity through physical
environments and objects [28,29]. Breakwell’s identity process theory illustrates these
mechanisms through four principles described as central to people’s identity in Western
culture [29]. These principles are: (1) self-esteem as a positive self-evaluation, (2) selfefficiency as a wish to feel in control of oneself and the place around, (3) distinctiveness as a
desire to emphasize uniqueness, and (4) continuity as a connection between past and future.
Many different manifestations of previously experienced phenomena can be read from
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the attitudes, activities and languages people use. For the purpose of this study we focus
more specifically on housing and how identity manifests itself in it. Identity, therefore,
(1) manifests the uniqueness of a thing or a person, (2) requires interaction between things
and persons, (3) has meaning and experience and (4) is perceptible. It is an evolving and
dynamic, rather than stable, concept.
People often read environments as statements about the significance or value of a
place and people [30]. In that order, place and people are part of an inclusive entity [31]
and that interaction between them is crucial for the creation of the identity people assume
for themselves and for others. Gifford [30] emphasizes the interactive quality of the
dynamic relationship between people and place, suggesting that this relation goes in both
directions—that people seek and create an environment that supports and strengthens their
perception. One of the most important aspects of this bond people build with the place are
the immediate context and situation [32] in which everyday life takes place. According to
Norberg Schultz [33], place as an integral part of existence, refers to the context and
situation (i.e., the way in which one understands, connects and harmonizes with the
inherited and lived built surroundings), but also the way in which it carries the immaterial
cultural connection to it. In reflecting on previous and expecting future lifeworld, a place
identity is created [33]. The two previously identified notions, namely (1) housing as a
dwelling and (2) place identity as the bond between people and place, overlap and intersect
in housing. To interpret oneself through housing is a search for future housing identities,
and it runs across lifestyles [23]. We are talking about an integrated set of practices (routines,
habits and rituals) that an individual embraces because they give a material form to a
narrative of self-identity [13]. Expression of lifestyle is an identity statement [34] and hence,
in our case, housing could be able to capture the urban narrative through architecture
in creating housing identity. This study considers lifestyle as a construct which is more
directly linked to personal and urban identity. The authors consider everyday life as
daily routines, the ways in which people usually think, act and feel on a daily basis,
while lifestyle implies beliefs, interests, opinions and behaviors of an individual, group or
culture. In this way, architecture becomes both an agent that transmits messages and an
agency, giving information with its structure (i.e., volume, articulation, exterior and interior,
transparency, etc.). Thus, the connection between behavior and architecture is created
through housing identity.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Research Design
Since the discipline of architecture and, in particular, the field of architectural design,
are platforms through which the present research operates, the suggested methodology
combines research by design in the first phase and qualitative data analysis as an argumentative systematization in the second phase. In line with this, the first phase is focused on
exploring models of future housing identities, while the second is focused on explaining
models and speculating on future housing scenarios in line with contemporary urban
everyday life and sustainability. While the first is speculative and subjective embedded
in the local context, the second is objective and mainly universal in defining conceptual
principles and scenarios for future housing identities [35].
3.1.1. First Phase—Designing Future Housing Identities
This part of the research was conducted in the context of a studio-based environment
in which different concepts were explored within a given spatial framework. The research
was challenged within the design studio course on multi-family housing at the University
of Belgrade—Faculty of Architecture. The course involved 28 students divided into two
groups of 14 students, according to the spatial framework, each with its own design
proposal. Two-thirds of the students who participated in the design studio were women,
which is the average ratio between men and women at the University of Belgrade—Faculty
of Architecture (from the beginning to the end of their studies).
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Designing future housing identities was guided by exploring different housing models
on the basis of individual and creative interpretation of the context, individual beliefs,
values and aspirations [35]. It was resolved in harmony with the theoretical background
focusing on fluidity of urban everydayness [12], individuality of urban life [13] and domestication of media technology (i.e., introducing the bond between behavior and architecture
into housing models) [14].
The exploratory phase was tested through three different steps and in three different scales:

•
•
•

Typo-morphological exploration that tests the relation between city and architecture;
Programming—setting up design perspectives that test the relation between everyday
life and architecture;
Conceptual modeling that tests various spatial articulation and ambient sequence.

3.1.2. Second Phase—Scenarios of Future Housing Identities
This part of the research was conducted as a qualitative data analysis based on
28 design proposals resolved and carried out in the first phase. It is comparative by nature
as it recognizes, combines, systematizes and synthetizes individual proposals creating a
unique and universal agenda for future housing identities.
The explanatory phase was performed through three steps:

•

•
•

Recognition of key values of future housing models embedded in the majority of
proposed designs generated in accordance with design perspectives defined through
the conceptual framework;
Identification of role models and their analysis by pinpointing six out of 28 design
proposals and qualitative data analysis based on the recognized values;
Creation of scenarios for future housing identities carried out through interpretation
of the results of the analysis and in line with the proposed conceptual framework.

3.2. Qualitative Data Analysis
In architectural or environmental design research, artifacts, buildings and settings are
often the “texts” that are the subject of interpretation and reinterpretation [36].
Accordingly, this research starts from an interpretative approach to qualitative data analysis [37]. Human activity and the built environment are seen as “text”—a collection of
symbols expressing layers of meanings.
This approach enabled the review of specific situations embedded in the context of
Belgrade city center, as well as in contemporary dwelling culture and lifestyle. It allowed for
a rich and holistic approach when analyzing data, with a strong potential for revealing the
complexity of dwelling and identity issues. Miles and Huberman [37] state that qualitative
data are fundamentally well situated for locating the meanings people place on the events,
processes and structures of their lives, and also for connecting these meanings to the social
world around them. According to the same authors, qualitative data analysis is conducted
through data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing/verification; however, this is
a continuous iterative enterprise. Issues of data reduction, data display and conclusion
drawing/verification follow each other successively but the other two issues are always
involved [37]. Analyzed data are primary collected through the process of observation,
as well as primary and secondary data sources. Relevant data were chosen according to
defined criteria for the analysis as explained in following text.
On the basis of conceptual framework, and in looking for key values regarding relevant
data from proposed designs, three important values emerged as the most important aspect
of the bond between behavior and architecture.

•

On the typo-morphological level—the overlapping of the urban and individual dimensions of life was the most evident. It was based on (a) demographic and family
structure change, (b) densification and compaction of neighborhood structure and
(c) the recognition of alternative lifestyles (i.e., distinguished personal identity);
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the place and placing home in context [51–53], (5) place change and identity process [11,54],
(6) communicating identity and expression of place identity [55–58], and (7) a scale of the
place and spatial levels of identity [59,60]. These thematic frameworks help to (1) understand the context of development of different approaches in place identity and housing
identity research while recognizing the most important authors and publications; (2) identify concepts closely related to the theoretical and methodological framework of place
phenomenology, place identity and place change in accordance with housing typology;
and (3) define the content and conceptual framework for practical action in the process of
designing sustainable housing identities in the contemporary city.
3.3. Case Study Area
Belgrade city center is characterized by a heterogeneous urban structure consisting of
various typologies of predominantly compact structures within the narrowest city center
with a gradual increase in the openness of residential complexes towards the city center
boundaries. Multi-family housing architecture within Belgrade city center was mainly
built in the first half of the 20th century, but individual buildings were also built during
the socialist period, especially in the border areas of the wider city center. In addition,
buildings built after the 1990s during a period of transition to the capitalist system.
Historically, what was always a specific characteristic of the housing architecture in Belgrade was that housing unit schemes came from European cities and then were adapted to
a certain extent to local needs and lifestyles. This fact was characteristic of the architects of
both modernist and eclectic orientation [61]. From the aspect of contemporary development (after 1990), housing is determined by the restrictive conditions of the open market
economy. Made for a society of consumers, a potential variety of organization schemes is
standardized according to the best-selling options, producing an unrecognizable mass of
commercial housing without the humane element. Architectural production has had to
adapt to rapid and unexpected social and political changes. This period is characterized by
a distinct lack of critical thinking, especially in residential construction [61]. This situation
further confirms the need for the rethinking and reinterpretation of housing identities.
The case study area is situated in the complex typo-morphological environment of
Belgrade city, characterized by valuable historical, cultural and social features and a specific
urban framework. The position of spatial frameworks for housing design is shown in
Figure 2.
The spatial framework assigned to the first group of researchers, “Manjež Park”
(Figure 2A), is located in the inner-city center of Belgrade, which has been in the process
of transformation and identity-shaping for many years. The focus of this location is the
“Slavija Square,” which is a gravitational zone for various city activities and the cross-flows
of everyday life. The other spatial framework, “Čubura Park” (Figure 2B), is situated
in the immediate vicinity and represents one of the old, historic cores positioned on the
border of the inner-city center of Belgrade that has transformed from a village to an
urban neighborhood. In recent years, this territory has undergone an intensive process of
densification and transformation. Both spatial frameworks are characterized by a specific
morphology, ambience and identity, seeking to transform in accord with contemporary
trends. Positions of the locations for housing design in a gravity framework are shown in
Figure 3.
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4. Findings and Discussion
The research findings are presented through a critical discussion of the conducted
research based on both research perspectives presented in the methodology—scientific
research and research by design—as well as on exploration and explanation outputs in
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4. Findings and Discussion
The research findings are presented through a critical discussion of the conducted
research based on both research perspectives presented in the methodology—scientific
research and research by design—as well as on exploration and explanation outputs in accordance with the research phases. First, the Role Models (three for each location) of future
housing identities are presented through an explanation of the basic conceptual determinants and housing scenarios in line with contemporary sustainable lifestyles. In addition,
for each of the Role Models, graphic illustrations of design proposals will be presented
through three spatial levels—urban morphology, architectural and functional articulation,
and ambient sequences. The presentation of the Role Models is followed by their comparative analysis in accordance with defined criteria that include (1) a platform for the
creation of a specific place character able to engage a diverse community (global village),
(2) an overlap between the urban and individual dimensions of life, and (3) transgression
into a new life-form. The final part of the findings is built on a discussion of general scenarios for future housing identities through a reference to Role Models and an explanation
of the foundation and character of the architectural program, and nexus between place
and identity.
4.1. Identification of the Role Models of Future Housing Identities
The scope of the design within our Housing Design Studio is concerned with the
elaboration of conceptual housing projects which incorporate program and spatial complexity with an integral application of knowledge from both a technical, engineering and
technological perspective and a social, humanistic and artistic perspective. This study
focuses on the design and regeneration of the urban city block mainly intended for housing
typologies with predominantly multifunctional, educational, cultural, business, sports or
trading purposes. Regarding the structure of spatial frameworks, the position of the site
imposes a diverse range of design research questions. In this sense, the research level
of the project has required designers to study not only design and program features but
also all the other (sociological, historic, technological, technical, behavioral, economic, etc.)
determinants that define the identity of the urban block. More specifically, this was an
attempt to analyze and highlight the future characteristics of the architectural, urban and
socio-cultural physiognomy of the urban block through its specific relationship with the
environment and users.
4.1.1. Role Model 1: Living in a Bubble
This concept aims to facilitate a group of active urban inhabitants whose lifestyle is
defined through personal identity and mobility. The main residency feature is imagined
as a sort of “boutique hotel” with the additional range of urban amenities and facilities
(program+) scattered randomly or incidentally throughout the structure. Space is created
as a kind of infrastructure filled with mobile units where the choice of position and content,
as well as capacity of the insula, is menu-based. This means that each inhabitant chooses
the micro-location and particular program+ that he/she wants to be close to (a la carte
system). The permeable cluster in which communications are exposed to the public view,
and the private space is reduced and cocooned, points to the paradigm of the contemporary
everyday life in which accidental encounters play an important part in the inhabitant’s
daily routine (Figure 4).
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4.1.3. Role Model 3: Living Station
The concept emphasizes the networking of all levels of mobility; from local, where
hallways represent the show-windows of life, to urban and regional where housing is
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Figure 5. Role Model 2: Custom-made housing landscape (Location B). (a) site plan, (b) volumetry,
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Figure 6. Role Model 3: Living station (Location A). (a) site plan, (b) volumetry, (c) building plan,
(d) building section, (e) housing unit plan, (f) ambience sequence. Student: Aleksa Bekić.

4.1.4. Role Model 4: Housing as an Infrastructure for Generation of New Urban Identity
The concept starts from the assumption that the structure of the housing is a very
important element in generating future urban identities in accordance with the changed
requirements, behaviors and everyday life of the inhabitants of the city center. The project
is focused on re-examining the principles of designing traditional ambiances and densities
of residential structures in the traditional city center, but also their relationship with the
specific and very individualized needs of new urban life patterns. The design approach
in this sense is based on a reinterpretation of the theme of traditional urban patterns of
housing structures in the city center. Patterns are interpreted as equally spatial, social and
cultural constructs. The spatial concept is characterized by a very specific approach to the
flexibility and adaptability of the interior space of residential units, as well as the flexibility,
diversity and attractiveness of the ambiance of open public spaces (Figure 7).
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4.1.6. Role Model 6: Reinventing Minimum Dwelling
This work challenges the issue of the architectural minimum within the housing typology. In this sense, the focus is on the new standards for the design of housing units
and the structure of the housing complex itself through the re-examination of conven-
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ing plan, (d) building section, (e) housing unit plan, (f) ambience sequence. Student: Pavle Nikolić.
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Figure 9. Role Model 6: Reinventing dwelling minimum (Location B). (a) site plan, (b) volumetry,
(c) building plan, (d) building section, (e) housing unit plan, (f) ambience sequence. Student:
Nikola Mitrović.

4.2. Qualitative Data Analysis of Role Models
On account of the criteria that originated from theoretical discussions and students’
experience of the urban way of living and differences that emerged during the 21st century,
a multiple comparative analysis was formed. Based on the multiple comparative analysis
of students’ research designs (Table 1), it can be noted that flexibility and integration
of various contents in the organizational and spatial structure is always present but not
decisive. On the other hand, accessibility of residency is much more open, multi-leveled
and fragmented, as well as plural in a spatial and semantic sense, enabling various readings
of the space and fulfilling diverse residents’ lifestyles. Thus, a clear attitude towards an
overlap between urban and personal dimension of life is always emphasized. It is present
in the vast majority of concepts, although a new life-form considering domestication of
media technology and digital change in everyday patterns is either too emphasized or
not relevant. Increased and transformed mobility is present at a very high level, but it is
not a defining element of the concept. It is implied as a necessity but not developed in a
conceptual way. All research designs explore borders of permeability and adaptability as
basic determinants of the modern way of urban life, where only a permanent change in the
good tradition of Bauman fluidity [12] is guaranteed. Permeability of different aspects of
life has become commonplace and somehow always present, but the interest in seeking
new forms of integration has not changed. The image of traditional family has vanished,
albeit some sort of structured community is still the backbone for the majority of concepts.
Emphasizing identity through housing is evident in a small number of designs. There are a
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number of designs that change the scope of housing programs but stay fairly traditional
when it comes to spatial features of the place.
Table 1. Qualitative data analysis of Role Models.
Criteria 1
Platform for the Creation of
Specific Place Character Able to
Engage Diverse Community
(Global Village)

Criteria 2
Overlapping of the Urban and
Individual Dimensions of Life

Criteria 3
Transgression into a New
Life-Form
3.2. Increased
and
Transformed
Mobility

3.3.
Changing
Patterns
of Everyday
Life

Location

1.1. Flexibility,
Adaptability

1.2.
Accessibility,
Openness

1.3. Integration:
WorkLeisure,
WorkFamily

2.1.
Demographic
Change,
Family
Structure

2.2.
Densification,
Compactization

2.3.
Alternative
Lifestyle

3.1.
Domestication
of
Media
technology

1

A

•

+

+

•

−

•

+

+

+

2

B

+

•

x

+

•

+

x

x

−

3

A

+

+

x

+

•

x

•

•

+

4

B

•

•

+

x

•

x

x

+

+

5

A

+

+

•

•

+

−

x

x

+

6

B

+

+

•

+

+

−

x

+

−

Role
Model

Index: −—negative attitude; +—positive attitude; x—irrelevant; •—particular concept feature.

Comparing designs in relation to location, it is evident that housing in the city epicenter (Location A) is more oriented towards permeation of dwelling and public facilities
and refers to temporary residences and housing based on urban facilities. In addition,
housing within the inner-city center is hidden behind layers of communication,
informational and other activities characteristic of high-urbanized areas and concisely in
the organizational structure; it looks more like a dormitory. On the other hand, the housing
structures of location B, which is located on the borderline of the city center, are characterized by the desire to engage diverse communities and insist on densification through a
re-examination of traditional urban patterns of housing structures. Among these concepts,
there is a tendency to achieve some of the qualities of single-family housing in terms of the
relationship between private and public space. In the treatment of the physical structure,
there is also a tendency towards fragmentation of wholes, towards much more open and
fluid spaces, as well as a tendency towards achieving dynamism and individualization of
individual spaces through a continuous change of different ambiances. This is especially
characteristic for Role Models 2 and 4. It may be said that the presence of media technologies is then closer to the Slavija Square location, as well as mobility, which is understood as
flexibility in relation to rapid changes in the places of residence.
To summarize, students’ research designs differ in terms of program, form and space.
Negotiating with the urban pattern, whether by leaning on or against it, has proposed
architectural solutions that structure the space with more flexibility towards unpredictable
future uses. It is evident that the integration and interlocking of various urban–public and
personal–private contents offer a unique architectural expression that creates identities
for a sustainable lifestyle, and provides a unique flexible, attractive and accessible cosmopolitan urban landscape. None of the students’ achievements should be considered for
the image they represent, but for the spectrum of various performances they offer, with a
relationship to the inherited structure, degree of animating the urban scenery, and importance of establishing a dialogue between the private and public domain of urban life.
By exploring the relationship between housing and place identities through architecture,
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and by emphasizing their harmonization, we concluded that the meaning of any building
goes beyond a mere object, becoming a part of finely structured urban housing system.
4.3. Scenarios for Future Housing Identities through Comparative Analysis of Role Models
Results of the housing design projects distinguish three thematic frameworks that
differ with respect to the approach in which the concept was founded and the design
principles for future housing identities:

•
•
•

meta-housing,
custom-made habitation,
maximal minimum.

In creating adaptive open-ended contents and building flexible individual units ready
to be interlocked or separated when needed, all these concepts seem to operate under
the assumption of a strong demographic change in the urban family. A great majority
of designs domesticate technology in all aspects of everyday life, from facilitating home
contents to controlling the level of fusion between the urban and private life. Mobility,
whether seen as a personal choice of the user or as part of the overall structure, is evident
and visually present. Some of the concepts insist on the integration of work and leisure
facilities, while others hint at something we could call “program+” [62]. It is a kind of
added value to the housing model proposed by the design. The idea of the program is
manifested as a series of research questions based on the migration of social, cultural and
environmental forms of research and increasing interest in the spatial potential of new
typologies or the evolution of existing typologies of housing [63]. It can be said that all five
points of departure are coherently joined and included in the concept.
4.3.1. Meta-Housing
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Founded on postmodern thinking and focused on building a specific, creative neighborhood, the concept provides socially unique, attractive, semi-accessible (and sometimes
even gated) communities, in which dwelling, apart from housing, implies a variety of urban
amenities and utilities, usually in the good tradition of urban regeneration policies [11]
(Figure 10).
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This type of scenario in its social framework engages a user profile that seeks identity
and relation between the private and public spheres of urban everyday life through the
cultural-historical core and specific wholes of pronounced morphological characteristics.
Accordingly, the structure of the housing includes the gradation of public and private
spaces to provide a spatial interface for the integration of different users regardless of their
background in accordance with age, family structure, interests, profession, patterns of
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Programming focuses on a diverse demographic picture and domestication of media
technology [14]. Mobility is both literal and phenomenal; a matrix or a maze-building has
its own individual logics. Patterns of living and working overlap. Housing identity is
modeled through individual lifestyle, thus creating a structure open to different readings
and interpretations [17].
The place is an intermediator between the private and public domain of urban everydayness, focusing on all those transgressive possibilities that space can offer. Architecture is
a link and a communicator between the city and the people. It is a vast and dense territory
where limits and scales overlap. The life around the dwelling is the major focus of design,
promoting the concepts of intertwining and interlocking.
Place identity is marked by self-esteem, self-efficiency and distinctiveness. The students’ design for the meta-housing balances the concept between being oriented toward
the local community and being urban (i.e., being open for visitors). Role Model 5 shows
this binary positioning where housing is directed towards urban contents through the
integration of housing and work, opening housing to public activities and facilities; and on
the other hand by designing a large number of accompanying social standard facilities
that meet the needs of local residents by providing a homely ambience that is a twisted
ambience of a hidden interior and a safe pastime. Role Model 1 shows the same binary
positioning residency against urban amenities. These design principles are also relevant
for Čubura Park location. We can see that the dwellings in Role Models 2 and 4 are also
intertwined with other functions, amenities and activities both horizontally and vertically.
Individual housing units differ from each other both in form and in function, thus creating
a home for different demographic structures of users and enabling a specific identity of
every housing unit and settlement at the same time. This is very important from the aspect
of identification of users both with the settlement and with their apartments.
Meta-housing easily adapts to different conditions of place identity. Through principles of flexibility, integration and densification, a specific lifestyle is formed with respect to
the conditions of micro-location, and is adequate for the conditions of Belgrade in which
the heterogeneity of the city structure is one of its basic features.
This type of scenario in its social framework engages a user profile that seeks identity
and relation between the private and public spheres of urban everyday life through the
cultural-historical core and specific wholes of pronounced morphological characteristics.
Accordingly, the structure of the housing includes the gradation of public and private
spaces to provide a spatial interface for the integration of different users regardless of their
background in accordance with age, family structure, interests, profession, patterns of
habits, etc. In that sense, the role of public space as a polygon for creating a housing
community in which users exchange values and build a specific lifestyle in the city center
is especially affirmed.
4.3.2. Custom-Made Habitation
Founded on post-structuralist Rhizomatic schemata and baring its concepts from
repetition and difference [64], it is above all an infrastructural concept based on a futuristic
film aesthetic, with mobility and domestication of media and Internet technologies as its
prime forces (values) (Figure 11). Customization of the housing cell is its main component,
and the architectural logic highlights the process of living in it, rather than the product of architecture. This model is in line with contemporary tendencies of sustainable development
in terms of responding to the personalized needs of individual users [8].
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ing landscape that is very open and flexible, both at the scale of the settlement and on the
scale of individual housing units. The housing structure is layered, and at the same time
the housing units are of different sizes and structures, thus enabling a specific effect of
spontaneity in development, diversity of ambiance and heterogeneity of users.
Custom-made housing is prone to being transformative in its concept, so it can easily
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adapt to diverse contexts and place conditions. Therefore, it is highly suitable and best in
promoting global urban identity with a touch of locally appreciated flavor.
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Custom-made housing is prone to being transformative in its concept, so it can easily
adapt to diverse contexts and place conditions. Therefore, it is highly suitable and best in
promoting global urban identity with a touch of locally appreciated flavor.
This scenario in its social framework engages a user profile that is facing dynamic
structures, with changeable and adaptable character according to the model of a postindustrial and compact city with high frequency and intensity of activities. This profile
insists on the space of fast communication and flow of information through the urban structure of a multifunctional city. The heterogeneity of the functional structure, new contents
and typologies thus represents one of the basic characteristics of this type.
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global. Its main architectural element is a sort of “Container BOX,” focusing on diversity of
communication logic between the individual and public dimension of the place [13]. It is
undetermined and symbolizes the dwelling as an unfinished process. The life is based on
the concept of a social mixture, and possible physical alternation of the place cannot give a
specific place identity, releasing and freeing architecture from its deterministic dimension.
Place identity is marked by continuity. The students’ design results for the maximal
minimum concept are highly rational on one side, but also extremely flexible on the other.
While Role Model 3 looks for the adequate spatial boundaries that can match different
content from residency and working, to public facilities and businesses, Role Model 1
finds its maximal minimum in program+ arrangement where one can choose needed
facilities that can complement basic private residency. Role Model 4 finds its maximal
minimum in compact minimal housing units, but maximal efficiency in communication
between individuality and socialization, between private dwelling spaces on one side and
complementary facilities with public spaces on the other side.
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Maximal minimum, above all, follows the traditional modernist tradition exploring its
interpretations. It is traditional in organizational and spatial articulation, but contemporary
in its content arrangement and context utilization.
This type of scenario in its social framework engages a user profile that links life in
the city center to an intense relation of life and work. A significant role in this sense is
played by new professional profiles that engage work from home or temporary residence
for work, which is why housing is based on the concept of maximal minimum. In that
order, housing has a private–family and public–social sphere and implies the satisfaction of
family and social (vital and cultural) needs, and the individual is involved in the housing
process through the individual sphere of the house and the collective sphere of work.
5. Conclusions
The concept of housing identities as a dynamic socio-technical network provides an
analytical framework that enables us to deal with future design challenges. It is essential to
understand how housing identities change and develop design strategies. The concepts of
meta-housing, custom-made habitation and maximal minimum can be used to improve
the social aesthetic of future cities, tracing a way towards sustainable housing patterns in
line with mobility, adaptability, domestication and participation.
After discussing all three approaches, we can conclude that although the design varies
in scope and size, they all have two principles in common. The first one is increasing
mobility across all possible levels of the concept. The second one is adaptability to unpredictable changes caused by urban development, evolving through formal customization,
program reduction, and flexibility or content fluidity. In addition, a fact that is mutual to
all these designs is that architecture stands as a communicator between the individual,
semi-public and public everyday life, exposing personal lifestyles in different frameworks
with a focus on designing relations, communication and ambience rather than exact contents and form.
As this research was conducted using two different locations and contexts, but based
on the same approaches, we can conclude that location and context change the way in
which each design is conducted. Therefore, future housing identities are grounded in the
notions of meta-housing, custom-made habitation and maximal minimal, but they still are
considered together with the relevant location and context.
Housing identities are defined by both material and non-material features. In this
sense, the contemporary understanding of sustainable housing and its basic values,
particuarly those connected to the meaning of home and dwelling, seems to be deeply
rooted in society and thus cannot be easily modified. There exists a certain common understanding of how the unit is conceptualized through security, continuity, control and a
reflection of self. In contrast, the articulation of content and context is prone to transformation and is more easily dealt with in respect to mobility, changing patterns of everyday
life and distinguishing a lifestyle. In this way, a new future housing culture is created,
both as a material structure and a socio-economic condition carrying ideas, meanings and
values for future urban cultures. The research gives answers to how the built environment
influences living practices and conceptualizes the role of architecture, not only as a cultural
expression but as a factor in the process of continuous cultural modification. The paper
concludes that future housing identities imply active involvement of people and their environment through architecture, which is adaptive, mobile and transparent in its program
and ephemeral and illusive in its form.
Hence, housing can be used as a strategy and a tool that positively affects identity
and at the same time generates future identities. Architecture could accelerate motivation
and hope among inhabitants that live according to personal prospects and lifestyle; thus,
it can be implemented in urban housing agendas. There is a need to provide a sustainable
housing culture which can fulfil the needs of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs [65].
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Typo-morphological, spatial and functional organization of housing is burdened by
numerous problems that appear as a result of overcrowding in urban areas, continuous diversification of lifestyles, polarization of society with the danger of increasing social segregation, overlapping places of residence and work, population mobility, aging, migration,
conflicts in housing, as well as environment, climate protection and other environmental
requirements. Changed social conditions, the influence of contemporary technologies and
changes in the structure of the traditional family result in fewer apartments representing
the “home” of the classical nuclear family. In addition, variations in lifestyles are reflected
in increasing demands for apartments for different households/families and social groups,
adaptable housing structures to different demographic characteristics, innovative concepts
and integrative housing design strategies. The analysis of characteristic housing units
shows a tendency of greater complexity in everyday activities with a simultaneous decrease
in the number of spatial determinants that define them. Reduced content differentiation increases the possibility of their overlapping and permeation, i.e., the possibility of flexibility
and adaptability of the functional organization. Unlike the precise specialization of space
according to activities typical for apartments built in the early 20th century, the functional
organization of a contemporary apartment is characterized by a multifunctional and neutral living space that allows flexibility and variability in relation to the different lifestyles of
users [66].
This research contributes to the establishment of initial scientific knowledge about the
potentials of contemporary urban lifestyles as a problematic and critical field of analysis
in the process of housing design, but certain limitations of research can be singled out
which also generate suggestions and perspectives for further research. Although the study
included two locations as case studies, which differ in terms of characteristic morphological
and spatial framework, the process of critical context and situation analysis of both locations
did not identify specific differences in demographic and social structure, and accordingly
in residents’ lifestyles. In that order, future research opportunities are reflected in (1) examining the links between sustainable development and contemporary urban lifestyles
by challenging it in different contexts, urbanities and situations with heterogenous demographic structure and diversity of social communities, and (2) developing environmentally
and culturally sensitive approaches in order to reach a sustainable framework of urban
housing typologies. A special research potential is recognized in challenging topics of future housing typologies within the multiscale approach—from the comprehensive territory
of the settlements to a single housing unit. The presented findings on six Role Models and
three scenarios for future housing identities show that the lifestyle and architecture create a
unique and elastic open-ended system with the ability to adapt and change over time and
throughout the place. It also shows that the interface between lifestyle and architecture is
multidimensional. This multidimensionality opens research perspectives towards decoding
and understanding the relations of urban–rural, modern-post–modern, durable–ephemeral,
compact–fragmented, public–private and individual–collective, in order to develop design
strategies for new housing identities as well as for preserving identities in a process of
sustainable urban regeneration. The results of this study encourage practitioners (planners,
urban designers and architects) to consider the urban lifestyles within the design process
and to find the correlation between (a) changes in the behaviors, daily functions, life cycles
and urban everydayness, and (b) built environment, urban morphology and functional
structure of space.
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